While economic activities remain grounded due to fuel scarcity and the
cost of living continues to rise… You can now…

Bank N10,000 - N60,000 Daily From Home Using The Recycle
System To Easily Recommend Physical Products You Don't
Own Or Warehouse To People Who Waiting To Buy Them
Thanks to an Announcement by the Federal Government in November
2021

Dear Soon To Be Millionaire,
Whether you agree or not…
The idea about the scarcity of fuel in an OPEC Member Nation that is 11th
in world oil production is not a joke…
And even if you don't watch the news, you may already know by now that
the cost of household items and transportation have tripled because of the
fuel crisis.
It's so tough Premium Times describes the situation as "Frustrating and
[it's] spreading fast.”
This crisis is a result of an announcement made by the federal government
in November 2021 on the replacement of fuel subsidies with a N5,000
grant to only 40 million people.

I know you're wondering…
“Will these prices ever come down?”
“Or will they continue to go up?”
“If they continue to rise, how do I keep up with the bills every day?”
Not to worry…
Because a cash printing system has been set up for you so you don't have
to bother forcing your business to generate more revenue to enable you
handle family emergencies and everyday needs.
Because you can now easily generate N10,000 or more daily even if you're
new to selling online.
As an ecommerce marketing expert who's been doing this consistently for
the past 10 years, I came up with what I call the Recycle System to help
newbie ecommerce marketers like you make constant sales and profits in
today's economy.
This Recycle System is a profitable method that has been repeatedly used
by members of my community to attract and sell to people who're
interested in the physical products they promote…

Like Akinwunmi, an orphan who was struggling with his finances but
today, he’s financially free.

How about Catherine who was amazed when she made her first million,
today she has been able to relocate to the UK

And then Lydia who was a total novice to the internet…at the time she met
me, she couldn’t even operate her computer. But she still did 300k profit
using this system

Imagine a novice making 12 orders in just a single day!
As you read on, you'll discover what this new system is all about and how
you can apply it to your business to generate over N10,000 daily.
Imagine making a consistent N10k - N60k every single day you wake up…
You'd have made between N300,000 - N900,000 in 30 days
You can do this too and in a few months...
You'll rent a new apartment in a calm and beautiful neighborhood

Shower your loved ones with gifts
Take your partner on a vacation
And even buy a new car…
All of that can become reality if you apply this game-changing Recycle
System that I'm about to show you today...
And then start making your own share of the money from an economy that
is practically “dead." yet with a booming industry

The best thing about this new system is you can do it in 3 steps that can
be repeated over and over with different products - as many times as you
like.
One of my millionaire students, James, who used the Recycle System in
2021 and his life changed

You see, James came to me devastated because his business (the main
source of income for him and his family) had crashed and was no longer
generating income like it used to…
Coupled with that, his first daughter had just gained admission into the
university.
I asked him to pay N50,000 for the same Recycle System you're about to
get today for free...
Showed him how to create ads and recommended him a physical product
that solved a painful problem for people...
And within 10 days, James had done a total revenue of N300,000...
And N1.8 Million in just 30 days.

The last time I heard from James, he was taking his family on a short trip in
February.

You see, it's not just James who has been using this system to boost his
income revenue monthly.
Some of my other students have also used this rewarding system to turn
their businesses from low sales to everyday income generators…
And you can do the same by simply following 3 repeatable steps to apply
this new system in your business today.
I've helped build many businesses and saved others from impending
crash
My name is Jonathan Melody and if you have not heard of me before, I'm
the founder of the 10X Ecom Club and author of the bestselling book 10X
Ecommerce Secrets.
You can google my name if you want.
You see, I'm not new at helping ecommerce business owners make more
money and achieve new goals…
And as I said, I've been doing this for 10 years with a battalion of
millionaire students reaching 30,000 across various countries who refer to
me as the “Legendary Ecom Coach who loves to see them prosper.”
It's this same baton that you're about to receive from me.

This Was No One's Idea But Mine
Before James reached out to me in 2021, I carried out research that
showed how 95% of ecommerce businesses were not able to keep up
with daily sales…
And no one had thought out a reliable solution to this boggling problem.
So I came up with the Recycle System to help ecommerce business
owners (whether newbie or not) go from getting on-and-off sales with
measly profits to making a minimum of N900,000 in 30 days.
If this is where you are right now… I can help you too.
Let's Do Some Math
Let’s say you get a product selling for N2,000/piece from the seller (some
of these products are usually cheap because these are big importers who
bring in containers and one piece may have cost them as little as N200)
And then you sell the product online for N15,000 (this is where you will
deduct your expenses from)
And you spend N1500 to deliver the product
And you also spend N1500 on advertising
TOTAL EXPENDITURE = N5000

PROFIT= N15,000 – N5,000 = N10,000
Something you can do without stepping outside your house if you don’t
want to and you get to keep N10,000 or more everyday just talking to
people on WhatsApp and closing them.

So, Here's The Game Plan
The Recycle System is a simple 3-Step model of finding products people
really want either online (e.g jiji.ng) or offline( e.g Alaba market or Lagos
Island Market) and selling them online for profits.
Note: these has to be products that solve painful problems
Here are some products I found on jiji that solves problems

helps to prevent bumbs for men

Help you save up to 55% on fuel consumption

Help inflate a deflated tire and keep you safe in lonely roads
Now, are these products not solving painful problems?
Exactly!
So this is important.
Once you have the product and a vendor, you then sell the products to
people who want them by creating simple demonstrative video ads on
Facebook like the one you see below

And direct the people who show interest to your WhatsApp where you
can now have an interaction with them and get them to buy (closing).
Listen, you only need to make one sale a day to generate 10k minimum
and it’s so easy to do once you can find a product that solves a painful
problem and set up simple demonstrative ads like the one I showed you
above.

Once you get the customer to buy, you can contact the seller to deliver the
product to the customer and when the delivery is successful, you get your
commission/profit sent to your account.

Now you see how simple my Recycle System is?

You find products that solve painful problems, sell them online and pocket
the profits.
Easy-peasy!
Look…
If you have done ecommerce before and you’re not making enough sales,
There are different reasons you're getting two sales today and none for
the next three days…
Maybe you were talked into getting a product that doesn't really solve a
disturbing problem for your customers…
Or you're not getting the Facebook ad targeting right (advertising on
Facebook just got tougher than ever)
It could be that you're not even using the right words when interested
customers reach out to you… so you end up losing them.

Don't beat yourself for it because this can happen to anybody, including
e-commerce marketers who have been in the game for years...
And all of that can change today.
It Can Be Confusing
I know this whole process can be confusing sometimes even though it’s
straightforward and you probably don’t even know the types of products
people want or how to identify them…
Or how to bargain with sellers/vendors so you don't get screwed.
You probably don’t even know how to set up a simple Facebook
demonstrative video ad or what you should say to people to get them to
buy from you.
This is why I came up with the 10X eCommerce Leverage Advantage
program to help you jump the hurdles of:
● Finding best selling products with big profit potential,
● Negotiating with sellers,
● Setting up ads,
● Creating hot offers that cannot be ignored by customers,
● And closing these customers.
And the best part is, with the help of everything I've put together for you,
you can start receiving N10,000 - N60,000 daily in a matter of days…

As long as you implement everything I show you.

Everything You Need To Change The Game Today
To get you started...
❖ You get immediate access to 10 untapped niches to sell products in
so you don't start scratching your head or worry about what type of
market you should serve. Value: N20,000
This will save you time and the frustration spent in finding a perfect
and hungry market
❖ I will show you how to negotiate with sellers online... You'll know
exactly what to say to them to give you the very best price. Value:
N20,000
❖ I will also show you how to create your demonstrative videos with
examples...the best way to sell products is through the use of
demonstrative videos and I will also show you examples of what I
created to help you create your own easily and quickly. Value:
N50,000
❖ I will show you how to set up your demonstrative video ad correctly
to guarantee sales every single day. Value: N10,000

❖ You will also learn how to respond to customers' questions and
convince them to buy using the sales objection templates I have
created for you: Handle Objections Like A Pro (always updating)...
Value: N15,000
You don’t have to start thinking about how you should reply to a
prospective customer when they ask questions…just pick a reply
from the template and send.
❖ I will show you how to ensure a 99.9% delivery rate every single
time...this is the exact method I use in my own brand to make sure
we have high delivery rates. Value: N50,000
No need to worry about customers saying they traveled or not
around when goods have been sent out.
❖ I will show you how to buy your own domain and hosting and set up
your landing page to promote your products. Value: N10,000

Usually, I charge my clients N350,000 for 1-on-1 mentorship calls where I
only agree to spend an hour of my time daily and twice weekly.
But don't worry…
I've worked out a special deal for you so you don't have to pay that much
to get this program right away and start getting outrageous profits daily.
But before I give you all the details…

You might not know this:
But you may not come across an opportunity like this again
That the eCommerce Leverage Advantage program is not available for
everyone.
What I mean is, I'm only looking for eCommerce marketers who're serious
about changing the way they generate revenue for their businesses by
raking a consistent N10,000 - N60,000 every single day.
But you only get a chance today if you hop within the next 48hrs

CLICK HERE TO GET IT TODAY

You've probably lost money to Ponzi or some other kind of business…
And now you're thinking you could lose your hard earned money again…
Ecommerce has always been about buying and selling products or value
for higher profits and to people in any location.
In this case you don't have to touch the product physically or own it…

Just a few chats with the customer and a few calls to the seller will put
more than N10,000 in your bank account everyday.
Like James followed all my instructions, you can do the same today…
And in 10 days you could be smiling to the bank with N300,000 or N1
Million 30 days from now.

You Get MORE Than What You Pay

To turn your business into a daily income generator no matter how worse
the economy decides to get…
You'll get instant access to my 10X Ecommerce Blueprint - an Importation
course that you can use when you're ready to upgrade your business (sold
for N25,000)...
And my H&B Facebook Ads and Offer Genie (sold for N15,000) to help
you run ads that consistently generate leads and don't get your account
banned in the process.
You also get to know how to create mind-blowing offers that don't get
rejected by customers.

Plus pre designed landing pages that are already done for you so you
simply edit instead of spending hours designing from scratch (50,000
Value)... All FREE!
See how the pages look

As I said earlier, my coaching clients pay N350,000 for an hour of my time
twice weekly…
And even if I let you gain access to my methods for the same N50,000
James paid me, it would still be a steal…
But you won't be getting in for N50,000 because I consider the fact that
the economic situation as of today and the high cost of household items
due to fuel scarcity is not fair to anybody…

Instead, you get the Ecommerce Leverage Advantage program for
N25,000 if you qualify to join the other smart ecommerce marketers today
before you run out of time.
Plus you get access to my 9 Big Bonuses if you join in the next 48hrs. As
usual, it's first come, first served.
Bonus Offer #1:
You get a contract Template so sellers don’t screw you over… Value:
N50,000
You don’t want a situation where goods are delivered and the seller
refuses to pay you your commission… I paid my lawyer N50,000 to have
this drafted.
Bonus Offer #2:
You also receive 50 Hot handpicked products you can start with straight
away...no more researching what to sell... Value: N20,000
Bonus Offer #3:
Get added to a support group where you can ask questions and get
adequate support for your business… Value: N50,000
Bonus Offer #4:
You will also get my list of trusted delivery agents. Value: N20,000
This will prevent the nightmare of delivery agents running away with your
money because these are the same people I use for my own deliveries.

Bonus Offer #5:
How to sell to other African countries. Value: N25,000
Here’s a secret tip: There’s more money selling to other African countries
than selling to Nigerians
Bonus Offer #6:
How you can sell the same product that has made me over N25,000,000
in the last 9 months in revenue. Value: N50,000
Bonus Offer #7:
I will give you the page builders I use to easily and quickly build my
landing pages. Value: N23,000
Bonus Offer #8:
My Facebook Ads Alchemy Value: N15,000
This is my vault of hidden knowledge on running profitable Facebook ads.
It's not on sale anywhere on the internet But I want you to have it.
After going through this training, you’re guaranteed to become a Facebook
Ads expert
Bonus Offer #9:
Social Media Templates Value: N5,000
Coming up with social media posts can be very hard especially if you’re
not good with writing and designing images. But there’s good news for
you.

Inside this pack you will find 90 unique templates you can easily edit and
post on your social media handle.
Now you can comfortably and confidently grow your social media handles
and attract more sales and customers.

TOTAL VALUE: N496,000 VALUE FOR JUST N25,000 (If you become
one of those who qualify to get in today)

DO YOU WANT THIS? CLICK HERE NOW

This Can Change Your Life
By the time you begin to see this as an investment for your business and
NOT as a mere program...
You'll understand why there's no better time to join other ecommerce
marketers to make life-changing profits daily than now…
So you can position your business as one of the most profitable online and
in no time, you'll begin to see 10k to 60k days and even 1.8 Million Naira
months like James.

That way, you become one of the 1 percent who aren't moved by the
situation of the country or how high the cost of living continues to rise…
Because you can:
Give to charity
Live the life you've always wanted
Be financially independent and free
Be making the kind of money you've always dreamed of
Connect with a new circle of rich friends who have the same goals as you.
Support your loved ones…
And everything else you've ever wanted.

Ask For Double Your Money Back
I want to give you 365 days to try out this system. So there’s no rush.
If after your purchase and you successfully log into the members area and
you start implementing everything I teach inside this system and you don’t
make at least your 25,000 back in the next 365 days ,

I want you to ask me for your money back and I will not only write you an
apology letter, I will also give you N50,000 for wasting your time.
That’s how confident I am about this system.
Who do you know out there who has the balls big enough to offer such a
guarantee?
None but me.
However, you must show my proof that you implemented everything I
showed you inside the system to qualify for this N50,000 and the apology
letter (This is to protect myself from the vipers and leeches who just
want to spy on this system and then request for their money back)

So you see you have absolutely nothing to lose here but everything to
gain.

Right Now You’re Faced With Two Options
Have you ever heard of the "Butterfly Effect"?
It's a concept from Chaos Theory...a scientific idea that little actions can
have massive impact...
Those tiny decisions...decisions that seem almost not important at the time
could completely change your life...

See, when you woke up this morning, you probably didn't think there was
going to be anything special about today...
But you're wrong
And the truth is, right now you're at an stressful point in your life
Right now, at this very moment, you're making a decision that will affect
your entire life.
Your first option is to do nothing
To close the page, this website and go back to the life you have now.
The life where money is scarce...
A life where love is rare...
The life where you can't take care of your son...
The life where you can't take care of your daughter...
The life where you can't take care of your loved ones...
The life where your spouse keeps maltreating you because you don't have
enough...
The life where your health is declining...
The life where happiness always seem just out of reach.
A life where, years and many years from now, laying on your death bed
and thinking about the life you lived and the way you suffered, you'll look
back at this very moment right here in front of you and wonder "what if?"

What If You Had Spread Your Wings?
Because really, that's all it takes...Just click the button below, type in a few
numbers and alphabets into the checkout page and on the next page...
And try out the Leverage Advantage for less than what you'd spend in a
dinner night.
And you can see for yourself
You already know that with the generous guarantee I am giving you you're
not risking anything at all.
But if you're like the 100s of other people who have used this astonishing
system
You'll see your life begin to change...you will see your pain begin to
diminish and the stress you currently feel falls off you...
And in a few days or a few weeks you'll look around and realize how
happy you are.
I spread my wings after I discovered Ronald some many years ago. I
invested in myself.
I gave myself over to the universe and let the system work for me so I can
begin to live in wealth and happiness everyday.
And I want the same for you. I want it so badly.
When you invest in yourself today . . . when you give yourself the gift of
the 10k a day system really will work for you.

But there’s one thing I can’t do and it can’t do either.
There’s one thing that you have to do to truly change your life forever.
And that’s to . . . spread your wings. Click the link below. Enter your
payment information. You have nothing to risk . . . and a whole new life . . .
a life of power and success and happiness to gain.
So please, for yourself. For your family. For the people that love you. Click
the link below. I promise you, you will be so happy that you did.

I WANT TO LIVE A STRESS FREE LIFE

To your success,
Jonathan Melody
Founder, 10X Ecom Club.

P.S.: Today, you can join other ecommerce business owners who are
serious about banking over N10,000 daily to get access to N496,000 value
for just N25,000… Only if you get in before you run out of time.
Plus, you're given direct access to the program immediately you pay - even
if it's 2am in the morning. You don't have to send countless messages to
anyone or wait for hours.

Also, when you log in and don't find everything I've mentioned here,
simply ask for your money back and I'll make a quick refund with no
questions asked.
If you're ready to start banking 10k - 60k daily so you don't have to worry
about handling your needs and that of your loved ones…
By simply recommending physical products to help other people solve
their own problems…
CLICK HERE AND JOIN OTHERS

There's Nothing Here Just Reviews From People Like You

I’m tired of uploading other people’s testimonials (You can go to my
website if you want to see more). I want yours to be next.
If not for yourself and family, do it to shame those who thought you
wouldn’t amount to much in life
I WANT TO TAKE CONTROL OF MY FUTURE NOW
Send a message to 08165980908 on WhatsApp if you have any
questions

